
Article: Liquor Bar with structure in Gold
Code: MAIBARG
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Article: Liquor Bar with structure in Dark Chrome
Code: MAIBARC
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MAI TAIAccessories
Claudia Campone + Martina Stancati, 2016-2021

Cocktail cabinet with base and handle in polished gold or dark chrome stainless stell. 
The new handle with a rotating mechanism allows a more comfortable and functional opening.
Structure in curved plywood and glossy polyester lacquered MDF available in Blue-black, Rosso fuoco, 
Amaranto, Fango, Petrolio or Bianco grigio colours.  Internal mirror backrest and diffused LED light system 
with sensors switch. Extra-clear glass shelf. Canaletto Walnut internal drawer with inside sliding shelf.

Mobile bar con base e maniglia in acciaio finitura oro lucido o cromo scuro. La nuova maniglia munita 
di meccanismo girevole, permette un’apertura più comoda e funzionale.
Contenitore in multistrato curvato e MDF laccato lucido spazzolato su base poliestere disponibile nei 
colori Blue-black, Rosso fuoco, Amaranto, Fango, Petrolio o Bianco grigio.  Schienale interno in specchio, 
dotato di luce diffusa a led con sensori di accensione. Ripiano in vetro extrachiaro. Cassetto interno in 
Noce Canaletto dotato di piano d’appoggio interno scorrevole.



Cupboard with structure in Dark Chrome
Code: MAICUPC

Article: Cupboard with structure in Gold
Code: MAICUPG
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MAI TAI CUPBOARDAccessories
Claudia Campone + Martina Stancati, 2021

Cupboard with base and handle in polished gold or dark chrome stainless stell. 
The new handle with a rotating mechanism allows a more comfortable and functional opening.
Structure in curved plywood and glossy polyester lacquered MDF available in Blue-black, Rosso fuoco, 
Amaranto, Fango, Petrolio or Bianco grigio colours.  Internal mirror backrest and diffused LED light system 
with sensors switch. Extra-clear glass shelf. Canaletto Walnut internal drawer with inside sliding shelf.

The iconic shape of Maitai becomes a cupboard, in a perfect play between form and function.
The elegant structure of the polished gold legs is in alchemic balance with the capacious dimensions of 
the cupboard, which reveals its preciousness from the outside. The elegance of the finishes is reflected 
in the mirror and glass interiors and in the precious Canaletto fine walnut interior detail of the drawer: 
a piece of furniture that expresses the experience of beauty, pleasant conviviality and exquisite taste for 
luxury.


